Let / be a complex-valued locally integrable function on [0, + co), and let Lfbe its Laplace transform, whenever and wherever it exists. We review some known methods, exact and approximate, for recovering/from Lf. Since numerical algorithms need auxiliary information about / near + oo, we note that the behavior of/near +co depends on the behavior of Lf near 0 + , hence that our ability to retrieve/is limited by the class of momentless functions, namely, all functions / such that Lf(s) converges absolutely for Re(s)>0 and satisfies Lf(s) = ois") near 0 + for n = 0, 1, 2, • • •.
Introduction.
Let/be a complex-valued locally integrable function on [0, +oo), and let An important step in many problems is the inversion of a Laplace transform, that is, the recovery of fit) from L[f; s]. Sometimes this can be accomplished exactly through transform tables (e.g. [5] Within A denote by / the space of all elements /which correspond to locally integrable functions, modulo the space of all functions which vanish except on null sets. The introduction of J offers a criterion for A : iff is given in D'+ then/is also in A whenever 1*" */is in / for some «=0, 1, 2, ■ ■ • , and 
4).
Finally, we collect these remarks on algebraic structure to obtain the following ideals in the system M:
Therefore we can generate elements of ZC\M with arbitrary preassigned smoothness from a special family {hax} with a and x suitable real numbers. Also we can construct more singular elements of Z by repeated differentiation of «" _. However if a<-f then hax is a bounded measure on [0, +oo) by (3.3), and hax is algebraically decaying near + oo by (3.5) . Indeed some multiple of hax, by (3.7), is the difference of two probability measures on the integers; hence these measures differ by a momentless distribution which decays no faster than t{2a-l)li.
Example 2. One might suppose that matters would improve for functions / in ZC\V-(-oo, +oo). However let f=g*hax, where g is intuitively any function in Lx[0, +oo), or technically any function in /OLH-oo, +oo). Then by (2.10),/is in ZC\J for all real a, and by (3.3), /is in Zc\Lx(-oo, -f-oo) for a<-\. Moreover if g is unbounded at the origin and is bounded outside each neighborhood of zero, then/or some multiple is unbounded at r=0, 1, 2, ■ • • and is the difference between two probability densities. Example 3. One might expect more from the intersection of Z with some Sobolev space. However if g is C°° with support in (0, 1) and if f=g * hax with hax as defined, then/is in ZnC" by (2.10) and/is in Lp(-oo, +00) by (3.3) whenever 00 (3.11) 2 n(2a-lMi < + 00,
71=1
hence for allp in [1, +00] whenever a<-f. Moreover/<m,=g(m) * hax, so that/*™' has the same properties as/, and thus/'™' is in Lp(-00, + 00) for all p in [1, +00] and all w = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ . At the same time/and its derivatives decay no faster than t{2a~1)li. These examples show that conditions on / of smoothness and integrability cannot produce estimates off(t) near + 00 from estimates of L[f;s] near 0+. Indeed for any fixed a and x, the numbers (3.12) {L^(x):n = 0,1,2,-■■} change sign according to (3.3) , so that the functions f-g * hax oscillate systematically as /->+oo. Thus the positivity condition of Karamata's theorem serves to exclude some elements of Z. However this theorem applies only to functions/for which 1+ »/grows algebraically near + 00, whence new results might well arise from other hypotheses under which /oscillates negligibly near + 00.
